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Permutational symmetry, isotope effects, side crossing, and singlet-triplet
splitting in anthracene "HeN „NÄ1, 2… clusters
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School of Chemistry, Tel Aviv University, 69978 Tel Aviv, Israel

~Received 10 December 2002; accepted 24 February 2003!

We present quantum-mechanical calculations for the vibrational states of anthracene•

3HeN and
anthracene•4HeN (N51, 2) clusters in the ground (S0) and first excited singlet state (S1) of the
anthracene molecule. The anthracene-He potential in theS0 state was described in terms of a sum
of Lennard-Jones atom-atom potentials, while the potential in theS1 state also included changes in
the dispersive energy and in the repulsive interactions. Variational calculations were carried out for
anthracene•He1. For anthracene•He2, configuration interaction calculations were performed,
accounting for the boson and fermion permutation symmetry. For both helium isotopes of theN
51 cluster, tunneling splitting is negligible~,0.01 cm21!, as an appreciable interaction of the
densities was only found for highly excited states above the potential-energy barrier of side crossing
~for energy eigenvalues>222 cm21 below the dissociation limit!. The two-boson anthracene
•

4He2 system assumes a singlet1A1 ground state due to zero spin of the4He isotope. Because of the
dominance of the two-particle over the one-particle interactions, the two-fermion anthracene
•

3He2 system has a triplet (3B2) vibrational ground state. The singlet-triplet (13B2-11B2) splitting
between the two lowest states of the same spatial symmetry of anthracene•

3He2 was calculated to
be 10.5 cm21. Mass and permutation symmetry effects on the vibrational level structure of
anthracene•He1 and anthracene•He2 were explored for anthracene•4He1 , anthracene•3He1 , the
two-boson system anthracene•

4He2 , the two-fermion system anthracene•

3He2 and for the
hypothetical fermion system of mass 4. While the isotope effect on the zero-point energies«0 in the
S0 state is D«0

(1)/«0
(1)5@«0(anthracene•3He1)2«0(anthracene•4He1)#/«0(anthracene•4He1)

512%, in accord with the mass effect in the harmonic approximation, the zero-point energy
difference between the ground states of the two-fermion anthracene•

3He2 and the two-boson
anthracene•4He2 system is D«0

(2)/«0
(2)5@«0(anthracene•3He2)2«0(anthracene•4He2)#/

«0(anthracene•4He2)510%, manifesting a cancellation of mass and permutation symmetry effects.
The isotope effect on the red spectral shiftd of the electronic origin for theS0→S1 transition of
anthracene•He1 is Dd (1)5d(anthracene•4He1)-d(anthracene•3He1)50.28 cm21, while Dd (2)

5d(anthracene•4He2)-d(anthracene•3He2)520.50 cm21, being of the opposite sign thanDd (1).
These features of the spectral shifts as well as the small isotope effects on the energetics and
Franck-Condon factors for theS0→S1 vibronic spectra exhibit a delicate balance between
differences in mass effects, He-He repulsion, and permutational symmetry of the boson and fermion
systems. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1567715#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The exploration of the energy landscapes, spatial st
tures and shapes, energetics, electronic-nuclear level s
ture, spectroscopy, dynamics, and chemical reactivity
clusters1–3 provides the conceptual and practical basis for
elucidation of the optical, electrical, magnetic, chemical, a
biophysical response of nanostructures.4,5 A significant de-
velopment in this broad and interdisciplinary research are
cluster chemical physics pertains to the fascinating prope
of quantum clusters, where the spatial configuration, nuc
level structure, and dynamics is dominated by quantum
fects and by permutational symmetry.6–19 Notable examples
involve 4HeN (N>2) and3HeN (N>25) quantum clusters
which exhibit large zero-point energy motion, being the on
clusters which are liquids and devoid of a rigid structu
close to 0 K. These quantum clusters manifest boson~for
4He) ~Refs. 18–23! and fermion~for 3He) ~Refs. 24 and 25!
10100021-9606/2003/118(22)/10101/19/$20.00
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permutation symmetry. The most important properties o
sufficiently large, finite boson4HeN cluster ~e.g., N'64)
~Ref. 18! are superfluidity and Bose–Einstein condensati
both of which manifest the implications of permutation
symmetry.18–23Finite 4HeN systems reveal the occurrence
a rounded-off lambda transition,18 the microscopic analog o
the hydrodynamic effects of the response of a superfluid
the motion to its boundaries23,26–29and the coupling of el-
ementary roton-type collective excitation to a molecu
impurity.21 A finite sufficiently large fermion3HeN cluster is
expected to reveal the features of a confined Fermi liquid
onset of superfluidity~superconductivity! in the mK tem-
perature range, in analogy to the3He bulk system,30 but the
characteristics of these finite systems were not yet subje
to experimental or theoretical scrutiny. In analogy to the b
3He, one expects that in the temperature domain.10 mK
the 3HeN clusters constitute a finite Fermi liquid.
1 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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A variety of molecules have been spectroscopically st
ied in large4HeN clusters at 0.4 K, acting as microscop
probes for superfluidity. These involve smaller species, e
OCS,23,26 SF6 ,27 and linear monomers28,29 studied by
rotational-vibrational spectroscopy, glyoxal21 and aromatic
molecules, e.g., anthracene and tetracene,31 studied by elec-
tronic spectroscopy, which provided information on sup
fluid friction effects, coupling with elementary excitation
and local solvation in the superfluid. In contrast,3HeN large
clusters formed at 0.15 K do not exhibit superfluidity and t
spectroscopic features of probe molecules in these clus
correspond to solvation in a ‘‘normal’’ Fermi cluster.24,25The
studies of molecular probes for superfluidity in4HeN boson
clusters or the lack of it in3HeN fermion clusters raise a
renewed interest in small aromatic molecule•HeN

clusters,31–47 which are expected to exhibit interesting fe
tures of nuclear quantum effects and permutational sym
try effects. On the theoretical front, accurate quantu
mechanical studies of 2,3-dimethyl naphthalene•

4He
complex were conducted by Bach, Leutwyler, Szabo, a
Bacic,44 variational calculations for anthracene•

4He and con-
figuration interaction calculations were performed
Heidenreich, Even, and Jortner,47 and quantum path-integra
Monte Carlo simulations for benzene•

4He30 were reported
by Kwon and Whaley.48 Relevant studies for aromati
molecule•3HeN clusters involve the quantum-mechanic
calculations for the SF6•

3HeN (N51,2) fermion clusters re-
ported by Jungwirth and Krylov.49 In this paper, we presen
quantum-mechanical calculations for the energetics, nuc
dynamics, and electronic-vibrational spectroscopy of
•

4HeN and An•3HeN (An5anthracene,N51,2) clusters in
the ground (S0) and in the first spin-allowed excited (S1)
electronic states. From the technical point of view, the va
tional studies for An•4He1 and An•3He1 utilize a consider-
ably larger basis than previously used for An•

4He1 .47 From
the point of view of methodology, we extended our previo
methods for configuration interaction in the An•

4HeN boson
systems47 to the corresponding An•3HeN fermion systems.
We explored isotope effects and the implications of perm
tation symmetry on the nuclear level structure, in particu
the singlet-triplet splitting in the An•3He2 fermion cluster. In
the context of nuclear level structure, the issue of tunne
splitting and side crossing in the An•4He1 and An•3He1

clusters is of interest. In the context of electronic-vibration
level structure, novel information was obtained on spec
shifts and Franck-Condon factors for theS0→S1 transition in
the An•4HeN and An•3HeN (N51,2) quantum clusters.

II. METHODOLOGY

A. Potentials

Since part of the methodology was already described
our previous paper,47 it will be only briefly outlined here. In
all our calculations we treated the anthracene molecule
rigid and spatially fixed structure, disregarding the intram
lecular vibrations of anthracene and the vibrational-rotatio
coupling. In the ground electronic stateS0 of anthracene, the
anthracene-He potentialV0 was described in terms of a su
of atom-atom Lennard-Jones 6-12 potentials. We have
Downloaded 28 Apr 2008 to 132.66.152.26. Redistribution subject to AIP
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lized the potential parameterssC–He53.099 Å, «C–He

513.92 cm21, sH–He52.903 Å, and «H–He55.761 cm21,
which were taken from Lim.50 For theS1 state of anthracene
the anthracene-helium potentialV1 was obtained by modify-
ing the ground-state potentialV0 by two additional terms:

V15V01VDSS1DVLJ , ~1!

whereVDSS andDVLJ are the changes in the dispersive a
repulsive energies, respectively, of theS1 and theS0 elec-
tronic states.VDSS causes a stabilization of the excited-sta
potential, which leads to a red spectral shift of the 0-0
bronic transition.VDSS was obtained by the dispersive spe
tral shift ~DSS! theory of Shalev and Jortner,51 calculating
the dispersive difference potential in a semiempirical pert
bative configuration interaction calculation from the Hu¨ckel
molecular orbitals of the aromatic molecule and the pola
ability and ionization energy of the rare-gas atoms. The te
DVLJ represents the difference of the Lennard-Jones re
sive term of theS1 andS0 states,

DVLJ54«
sex

122s12

R12 , ~2!

with the excited state parametersex. sex together with the
adjustable dimensionless parameterh of the DSS theory51

was chosen such that the experimental spectral shifts46 of
21.6 cm21 of the~1u0! structure and211.0 cm21 of the~2u0!
structure were reproduced by the quantum-mechan
calculations.47 The values areh50.60 andsex51.0285s,
where the repulsive difference potential was applied only
the carbon atoms in 9,10 position. Figure 1 shows cont
plots of theS0 and theS1 state potentials for anthracen
•He1. The potential-energy surfaces are differently shap
but both have almost identical well depths of2138.10 cm21

for the S0 and2138.06 cm21 for the S1 state.
For the He-He potential we used theab initio potentials

of Vos, van Lenthe, and Duijnenveldt52 and of Ceperley and
Partridge,53 tabulated and reviewed by Aziz and Slaman54

For convenience and for a future analytical calculation of
two-particle integrals we fitted this potential to a linear co
bination of three Gaussians centered at the He–He dista
R50,

V~R!5(
i 51

3

gi exp~2R2/2g i
2!. ~3!

The fitted expansion coefficientsgi and Gaussian exponen
g i are tabulated in our previous paper.47

B. Basis sets and variational calculations
for anthracene "He1

We have performed variational calculations f
anthracene•He1 (Ar•He1), using the following ansatz for the
wave functionc(x,y,z) of the helium atom in the potentia
well of the rigid aromatic molecule structure:

C~x,y,z!5 (
m51

n

cmfm~x,y,z!, ~4!

wherecm denotes the expansion coefficients,x andy denote
the short and the long molecular axis, respectively, with
 license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 1. The contour maps of the
anthracene-helium potential energ
hypersurfaces,~a! the S0 , ~b! the S1

state potential, and~c! the difference
potential. For each point in thexy
plane, thez coordinate was optimized
according to the minimum potentia
energy at that point. For the differenc
potential, thez coordinate was opti-
mized for theS0 state potential.
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center of mass of the anthracene molecule as the origin o
coordinate system. The three-dimensional~3D! basis func-
tions fm(x,y,z) were taken as products of one-dimension
~1D! functions,

fm~x,y,z!5fmx~x!fmy~y!fmz~z!. ~5!

The 1D functionsfmx(x), fmy(y); and fmz(z) are the
numerical solutions of the Schro¨dinger equation for one
dimensional cuts Vy50,z5opt(x), Vx50,z5opt(y), and
Vx50,y50(z) of the intermolecular anthracene-helium pote
tial V0(x,y,z). Specifically, the cutsV(x) and V(y) were
obtained for fixed valuesy50 andx50, respectively, and
thez coordinate was optimized with respect to the minimu
energy for the givenx,ycoordinates, whileV(z) was taken at
x50 andy50. Figure 2 shows the numerical solutions
the 1D Schro¨dinger equation up to the 1D quantum numbe
mx58, my518, andmz53 for the4He isotope.

Each 3D product functionfm(x,y,z) is completely char-
acterized by the triplet (mx ,my ,mz) of 1D quantum numbers
Since the 1D functions are orthonormal and symme
adapted, so are the 3D product functions. The symmetr
the 3D functions is determined by the framework of the rig
molecular structure, which isC2v , if only one side of the
aromatic molecule is considered, andD2h , if both sides are
involved. As depicted in Fig. 2~c!, z is restricted to positivez
Downloaded 28 Apr 2008 to 132.66.152.26. Redistribution subject to AIP
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values, i.e., the functionsfmz(z) span only the space on on
side of the aromatic molecule. Consequently, the constru
3D functions correspond to the point groupC2v . Basis func-
tions for the point groupD2h are obtained by symmetric an
antisymmetric linear combinations of the functionsfmz(z)
with respect to the molecularxy plane.

We have employed three 3D basis sets. All of them
based on the 1D functions for4He. These basis sets hav
been utilized for all variational calculations of An•4He1 ,
An•3He1 , An•4He2 , and An•3He2 presented in this paper
Our small basis set, denoted as basis set A, comprises a
functions up tomx54, my510, andmz52, and is restricted
only to one side of the molecule, so that the resulting
basis functions are symmetry adapted with respect to
point groupC2v . This basis set consists of 165 basis fun
tions, among them 54A1 symmetry-adapted functions, an
was employed throughout in our previous paper.47 As a con-
sequence of the restriction of the basis set to one side of
molecule, tunneling splitting and side crossing cannot be
scribed by this basis set.

An intermediate basis setB spans both sides of the aro
matic molecule and is therefore symmetry adapted with
spect to point groupD2h . It contains all possible 1368 3D
functions ~among them 200 ofAg symmetry!, which arise
ic
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-
s
-
p

e
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FIG. 2. One-dimensional cuts of the
anthracene-helium ground electron
state potential along thex, y, and z
axes. For cut~a! along thex axis, y
was set to 0 and thez axis was opti-
mized according to the minimum po
tential energy for the givenx, y pair.
Cut ~b! along they axis was taken at
x50 with thez axis being optimized.
Cut ~c! was taken atx50, y50. The
numerically obtained 1D eigenfunc
tions, which served as basis function
in the subsequent variational calcula
tions, are included in the diagrams u
to 1D quantum numbersmx58, my

518, and mz53. To compare their
spatial extension with the size of th
molecule, the anthracene molecule h
been included at the same scale.
 license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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from the 1D functions up tomx58, my518, and all symmet-
ric and antisymmetric linear combinations of functio
fmz(z) up to mz53.

The large basis set C contains all basis functions of se
and is augmented by additional symmetry-adapted pair
Gaussian functions centered at largex and y values, i.e., at
the molecular periphery beyond the functionsmx58, my

518, as well as by Gaussians close to the molecularxy
plane. The Gaussians have an exponent ofs50.4 Å and are
located atx564.8, 65.4, 66.0, and66.6 Å, at y569.0,
69.6,610.2, 610.8, and611.4 Å, and atz560.3, 60.9,
61.5, and62.1 Å. The total number of 3D functions i
7888, 1080 of them are ofAg symmetry. Basis set C is no
orthonormal, so that the Hamiltonian matrix has been Lo¨w-
din orthogonalized.

C. Variational calculations of anthracene "He2

The Hamiltonian of the An•He2 system is

Ĥ5ĥ~1!1ĥ~2!1ĝ~1,2!, ~6!

whereĥ(1) andĥ(2) are the one-particle operators, consi
ing of the kinetic energy operators of the helium atoms a
the potential-energy operator of the helium in the field of
aromatic molecule.ĝ(1,2) is the two-particle potential
energy operator of the two helium atoms. In the approxim
tion of a rigid aromatic molecule structure, the Hamiltoni
has analogies to that of a two-electron atom: the arom
molecule has the role of the atomic core and the heli
atoms correspond to the electrons. We have performed
figuration interaction~CI! calculations for An•4He2 and
An•3He2 . The nuclear wave functions were taken as line
combinations of Hartree products, which are symmetriz
for the two-boson An•4He2 system and antisymmetrized fo
the two-fermion An•3He2 system,

C~1,2!5(
a

„caDa~1,2!…, ~7!

with 1 and 2 denoting the Cartesian coordinates of the
bosons and the Cartesian and spin coordinates of the
fermions. The configurations are built up by the 3D orth
normal basis functionsfm defined in Sec. II B and are spi
and symmetry adapted. For the two-boson An•

4He2 system
of spin 0, there are two types of singlet configurations,
noted as type 1,1D1(m,m), and type 2,1D2(m,n), respec-
tively, in which the two bosons occupy the same orbitalsfm

or different orbitalsfm andfn ,
1D1~m,m!5fm~1!fm~2!, ~8!

1D2~m,n!5
1

&
@fm~1!fn~2!1fn~1!fm~2!#. ~9!

Since the spin of the4He atoms is 0, the configurations d
not contain spin functions.

In the case of the two-fermion system An•

3He2 , each
3He atom has spin1

2, so that the system assumes eithe
singlet or a triplet state. The arsenal of electronic struct
theory is now directly applicable to the two-fermion syste
The configurationsDa(1,2) in the CI expansion, Eq.~7!, are
Downloaded 28 Apr 2008 to 132.66.152.26. Redistribution subject to AIP
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then spin-adapted linear combinations of Slater determina
There are two types of singlet configurations,1D1(m,m) and
1D2(m,n):

1D1~m,m!5
1

&
@fm~1!a~1!fm~2!b~2!

2fm~2!b~2!fm~1!a~1!#, ~10!

1D2~m,n!5 1
2 @fm~1!a~1!fn~2!b~2!

2fm~2!a~2!fn~1!b~1!

2fm~1!b~1!fn~2!a~2!

1fm~2!b~2!fn~1!a~1!#. ~11!

The matrix elements of the singlet configurations of the tw
fermion system are identical to those of the two-boson s
tem:

^1D1~m,m!u1D18~n,n!&52hmndmn1~mnumn!, ~12!

^1D1~m,m!u1D2~l,s!&5&@hmldms1hmsdml1~mlums!#,
~13!

^1D2~m,n!u1D28~l,s!&5hmldns1hmsdnl1hnsdml

1hnldms1~mluns!1~msunl!

~14!

with

hmn5E dt1fm~1!ĥ~1!fn~1! ~15!

and

~mnuls!5E dt1E dt2fm~1!fn~1!ĝ~1,2!fl~2!fs~2!,

~16!

wheret1 andt2 denote the entire three-dimensional defin
tion range of helium atoms 1 and 2, respectively. The trip
configurations were chosen for a magnetic quantum num
MS50:

3D2~m,n!5 1
2 @fm~1!a~1!fn~2!b~2!

2fm~2!a~2!fn~1!b~1!

1fm~1!b~1!fn~2!a~2!

2fm~2!b~2!fn~1!a~1!#. ~17!

The matrix elements are:

^3D2~m,n!u3D28~l,s!&5hmldns2hmsdnl1hnsdml

2hnldms1~mluns!2~msunl!.

~18!

Using the small basis set A for point groupC2v , we
have performed full CI calculations, generating all possi
configurations. This resulted in 3600 configurations a
2.33107 He–He integrals for each symmetry type. All on
and two-particle integrals were solved numerically, as
scribed in our previous paper.47
 license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 3. The vibrational level diagrams
for the An•4He1 and An•3He1 com-
plexes in theS0 and theS1 electronic
states of the anthracene molecule.
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Anthracene "He1

Figure 3 shows the vibrational eigenvalue spectra of
An•He1 complexes for4He and3He in the S0 and theS1

state of anthracene in the energy range up to240 cm21

below the dissociation limit. The energies of the lowe
eigenstates of each symmetry type are summarized in T
I. The calculations rest on the extended basis set C,
'1000 basis functions per symmetry type and correspon
the D2h two-sided molecular framework.

In all the four eigenvalue spectra portrayed in Fig. 3
pair of quasidegenerateAg andB1u states constitute the low
est vibrational states of the system. TheseAg andB1u states
are symmetric or antisymmetric with respect to the mole
lar plane, respectively, but otherwise identical. The tunnel
splitting for these states is very small and is masked by
error ~0.01 cm21! of the numerical evaluation of the one
particle integrals. The zero-point energies«0 are 48.5 (4He)
and 54.5 cm21 (3He) for theS0 state and 46.8 (4He) and
52.5 cm21 (3He) for theS1 state potential. The isotope effe
D«0 /«0(An•4He1)'12% is in accord with the harmonic ap
proximation~15%!. The ground-state wave functions cons
almost exclusively of the basis functionf000; the linear-
expansion coefficients are 0.99 (4He) and 0.97 (3He) for the
S0 state potential, and 0.95 (4He) and 0.93 (3He) for theS1

state potential of the anthracene-helium system. Also
lower excited states are described mainly by a single
basis function, whose linear-expansion coefficients still
sume values around 0.9.

An appreciable energy splitting, which originates fro
the interaction of the probability densities on both sides
the aromatic molecule, emerges only for states above'222
cm21. Below'222 cm21, all states, which are distinguishe
by the nodal behavior with respect to the molecular~xy!
plane, are quasidegenerate~energy splitting<0.01 cm21!, so
Downloaded 28 Apr 2008 to 132.66.152.26. Redistribution subject to AIP
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that a single-sided treatment of the system within the fram
work of point groupC2v is possible without loss of accuracy
Above '222 cm21, the states in theC2v framework of the
two independent molecular surfaces split as follows:A1 :Ag

1B1u , B2 :B2u1B3g , A2 :B1g1Au , andB1 :B3u1B2g .
In our previous paper47 we already addressed the calc

lation of vibronic spectra, but only for4He and the much
smaller basis set A. We now address isotope effects on
S0→S1 vibronic spectra using the extended basis set C. T
lowest excited vibrational states of the An•

4He1 and of the
An•3He1 complexes are the two quasidegenerate 1B2u and
1B3g states~Table I!. Both states are 7.34 cm21 (4He) and
7.73 cm21 (3He) above the 1Ag and 1B1u ground states.
This means that under the experimental conditions46 of 0.4
K, only the ground vibrational states 1Ag and 1B1u are ther-
mally populated and can act as initialS0 vibronic states for
the S0→S1 excitation. The selection rules of theS0→S1

transition allow then for two series of vibronic transition
which are the 1Ag→nAg and the 1B1u→nB1u series. Figure
4 exhibits the transition frequencies and the Franck-Con
factors for An•4He1 and An•3He1 in terms of stick spectra in
the range up to 60 cm21 above the 0–0 transition. This en
ergy interval covers the experimentally observed range46 and
contains all transitions of appreciable intensity. Since tunn
ing splitting is negligible~,0.01 cm21! in this energy range,
the 1Ag→nAg and the 1B1u→nB1u series are quasidegen
erate. The most prominent transitions are classified by@x#,
@y#, and @z#, respectively, according to the dominant cont
bution of the 3D basis functionsfmx,0,0, f0,my,0 , f0,0,mz to
the excited-state wave function. There are also ‘‘mixe
transitions such as@xy#, in which the excited-state wave func
tion consists mainly of basis functionsfmx,my,0 , but transi-
tions to these states have only little intensity. The spec
shift d of the 0-0 vibronic band with respect to the positio
of the bare anthracene molecule is given by the energy
 license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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Downloaded 28 Ap
TABLE I. The energies of the lowest vibrational state for each symmetry for the An•He1 and An•He2 @for
An•3He2 , An•4He2 , and An•4He2(hyp.)], as well as the minima of the anthracene-helium potentials.

S0 state potential
E/cm21

S1 state potential
E/cm21

An•4He1 A1(Ag1B1u) 289.64 291.27
B2(B2u1B3g) 282.37 286.95
A2(B1g1Au) 270.17 273.67
B1(B3u1B2g) 276.09 276.90

An•3He1 A1(Ag1B1u) 283.65 285.55
B2(B2u1B3g) 275.92 280.51
A2(B1g1Au) 262.52 266.04
B1(B3u1B2g) 269.06 270.02

Minimum potential energy 2138.10 2138.06

S0 state potential S1 state potential
Singlet Tripleta Singlet Tripleta

E/cm21 E/cm21 E/cm21 E/cm21

An•4He2 A1 2159.28 2154.87 2169.94 2163.55
B2 2150.89 2160.78 2159.30 2171.39
A2 2149.28 2147.72 2158.38 2157.34
B1 2147.42 2149.53 2157.18 2158.52

An•3He2 A1 2147.04 2141.48 2157.26 2149.64
B2 2137.80 2148.52 2145.65 2158.68
A2 2136.37 2134.34 2144.93 2143.55
B1 2134.04 2136.59 2143.36 2145.09

Minimum potential energy 2265.47 2274.99

aCalculations for triplet An•4He2 represent the hypothetical two-fermion model system An•

4He2(hyp.) ~see
text!.
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genvalue difference of the 1Ag states in theS1 and in theS0

electronic state and is21.62 cm21 for An•4He1 and21.90
cm21 for An•3He1 , i.e., the 0–0 band of the complex
red-shifted with respect to the one of the bare molecu
While the potential parameters were fitted such~Sec. II A!
that the calculated spectral shift of the An•

4He1 complex are
in accord with the experimental value46 of d521.6 cm21,

FIG. 4. The stick spectra of the calculated transition energies and Fra
Condon factors for the An•4He1 and An•3He1 complexes. The transition
energies are given relative to that of the 0-0 vibronic line. The nature of
most prominent vibronic transitions are labeled byx, y, andz, and the term
symbols of the corresponding excited states are given~only Ag series, since
the B1u series is quasidegenerate in the considered energy range up
cm21!.
r 2008 to 132.66.152.26. Redistribution subject to AIP
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the predicted valued521.90 cm21 for An•3He1 was not
yet subjected to experimental scrutiny.

The spectra of An•4He1 and An•3He1 do not show large
isotope effects. The difference of the spectral shiftsDd
5d(4He)2d(3He) is only Dd50.28 cm21, and the gross
pattern of the vibronic fine structure is also very similar. T
main difference is the reverse order and intensity change
the @x# and the@y# transition in the range 20–30 cm21 ~Fig.
4!. Since both vibrational states have similar energies and
of the same symmetry type, a small perturbation such as
change of the kinetic energy integrals due to the mass eff
has a marked effect on the wave functions.

Figures 5–7 exhibit the probability densitiesP(x,y) of
the helium atom on the molecular surface for some selec
states,

P~x,y!5E
2`

`

dzC2~x,y,z!, ~19!

i.e., the P(x,y) are probability densities projected on th
molecular plane. Figures 5 and 6 show the vibratio
ground state 1Ag , the first excited state 1B2u , as well as
some excitedAg states, which are involved in the most in
tense spectral transitions which were presented in Fig. 4.
each state, four panels are given in one row, depicting
densities for4He and3He either for theS0 and for theS1

state anthracene-helium potential. For the 1Ag , 1B2u , and
2Ag states, Fig. 5, the differences originating from differe
isotopes and potentials are only minor for the low-lyin

k-

e

60
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FIG. 5. Contour plots of the probability density of the helium atom on the anthracene molecular surface for the vibrational ground state 1Ag ~a!–~d!, the first
vibrationally excited state 1B2u ~e!–~h!, and the 2Ag state~i!–~l!. For each state, four panels are given to show the differences between the potential
surfaces and isotopes. Contour lines are given for density values of 0.005, 0.01, 0.02, 0.05, 0.10, and 0.20.
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states. As a general trend, the densities of the3He atom are
somewhat more extended on the molecular surface tha
the 4He atom, as expected. In addition, in theS1 state the
densities of both4He and3He are somewhat shifted toward
the outer rings of the anthracene molecule, since the bot
of the S1 state potential basin reaches farther into the ou
rings than of theS0 state potential~Fig. 1!. The densities
among of the 3Ag and 4Ag states of theS1 state potential
exhibit larger isotope differences@Figs. 6~c!, 6~d!, 6~g!, and
6~h!#, in correspondence with the intensity change of th
spectral bands, Fig. 3.
Downloaded 28 Apr 2008 to 132.66.152.26. Redistribution subject to AIP
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The 8Ag and 9Ag states depicted in Figs. 6~i!–6~l! as-
sume higher 1Dz quantum numbers, mainlymz51. Their
linear-expansion coefficients are 0.89f00120.17f002 for the
9Ag state of An(S0)•4He1 , 0.79f00120.31f002 for the 8Ag

state of An(S0)•3He1 , 0.80f00120.21f002 for the 9Ag state
of An(S1)•4He1 , and 0.75f00120.35f002 for the 9Ag state
of An(S1)•3He1 . These states consist mainly of basis fun
tions with mx50 andmy50 and show therefore only little
nodal structure in thexy plane. Figure 8 shows the densi
profilesP(z),
 license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 6. Contour plots of the probability density of the helium atom on the anthracene molecular surface for the 3Ag ~a!–~d!, the 4Ag ~e!–~h! and the 9Ag state
~i!–~l! for the two potentials and helium masses. For theS0 state potential of An•3He1 , panel~j!, the density of the 8Ag state is given due to the reverse ord
of the vibrational states. Contour lines are given for density values of 0.005, 0.01, 0.02, 0.05, 0.10, and 0.20.
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P~z!5 È2`

dxÈ2`

dyC2~x,y,z!, ~20!

of the vibrational states of the An•4He1 complex presented
in Figs. 5–7. While the lower states, Figs. 8~a!–8~d!, have a
density profileP(z) which is an asymmetrically distorte
Gaussian with a maximum at 3.2 Å~the equilibrium distance
of the He atom to the molecular plane is 3.10 Å for theS0

and 3.15 Å for theS1 state potential!, the density profile of
the 9Ag state is bimodal, reflecting the node of themz51
function.
Downloaded 28 Apr 2008 to 132.66.152.26. Redistribution subject to AIP
Of particular interest is the question, how much t
probability densities must be expanded into space to lift
degeneracy between theAg and theB1u states. Figure 7 ex-
hibits three examples for the probability densitiesP(x,y) of
higher excited states, of the 12Ag and of the 18Ag state of the
An(S0)•4He1 and of the 13Ag state of the An(S0)•3He1

complex. For the 12Ag state@panel~a! of Fig. 7#, the density
reaches somewhat beyond the peripheral H atoms~note that
the van der Waals radii of the H atoms exceed the molec
frames drawn in the figures!, but no splitting is observed
 license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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The 18Ag state @panel 7~b!# is the lowestAg state which
shows theAg /B1u energy splitting for the An(S0)•4He1

complex; the 18Ag state has an energy eigenvalue of222.75
cm21 and is by 0.09 cm21 lower in energy than the 18B1u

state. Although for the An(S0)•3He1 complex an appreciable
splitting ~0.04 cm21! is exhibited already for the 13Ag state
@panel ~c!#, the splitting occurs at about the same ene
~221.47 cm21! as for the An(S0)•4He1 complex. In order to
conclude whether theAg /B1u splitting is due to tunneling or
to side crossing, the energy eigenvalues have been relat
the potential barriers of side crossing. There are ten sa
points in thexy plane characterized by one imaginary fr
quency and a corresponding vibration inz direction. Panel
~d! of Fig. 7 shows a contour map of the potential energy
the xy plane. Due to symmetry the ten saddle points
grouped into three classes, marked as A, B, and C in p
7~d!. Their potential energies are244.7,242.6, and240.9
cm21, respectively. Since notable splitting occurs only f
states above the saddle-point potential energies, the spli

FIG. 7. The possibility of side crossing for higher excited vibrational sta
of the An(S0)•He1 complex. The contour plots of the probability density
the ~a! 12Ag and~b! of the 18Ag state of the An(S0)•4He1 complex as well
as ~c! of the 13Ag state of the An(S0)•3He1 complex are compared with a
contour map~d! of the PES in thexy plane. Contour lines are given fo
density values of 0.005, 0.01, 0.02, and 0.05@panels ~a!–~c!# and for
potential-energy values of25, 210, 220, 225, and 240 cm21. The
potential-energy surface has ten first-order saddle points, which by sym
try fall into three classes A, B, and C. Their potential-energy values
244.7,242.6, and240.9 cm21, respectively. Unlike the 12Ag state@panel
~a!# the 18Ag and the 13Ag state @panels~b! and ~c!# have considerable
densities in the regions of saddle point A and exhibit a notable ene
splitting with respect to the correspondingnB1u states.
Downloaded 28 Apr 2008 to 132.66.152.26. Redistribution subject to AIP
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corresponds to classical side crossing rather than to tun
ing. Comparing the spatial extension of the probability de
sities to the locations of the saddle points, only the 18Ag

state of the An(S0)•4He1 complex@panel 7~b!# and the 13Ag

state of the An(S0)•3He1 state assume appreciable values
the saddle points A. Moreover, the spacing of the potent
energy contour lines show a steep increase of the pote
energy towards the molecule; the innermost contour line
ready corresponds to zero potential energy. The densit
the 12Ag state is inside the region of high potential energy
thexy plane, in accord with the absence of a notableAg /B1u

energy splitting. The contour map of theS1 state potential-
energy surface~PES! in the molecular plane~not shown in
Fig. 7! resembles very much the one of theS0 state@Fig.
7~d!#. The locations of the saddle points deviate only
'0.01 Å compared to those of theS0 state. The potentia
energies are247.6, 245.3, and245.6 cm21 for the saddle
points A, B, and C, respectively.

The density profilesP(z) of the 12Ag and of the 18Ag

state of the An(S0)•4He1 complex as well as the density o
the 13Ag state of the An(S0)•3He1 complex are included in
Fig. 8 @panels~g! and~h!#. Especially the 18Ag state@Fig. 8,
panel ~g!# shows a large density ofP(0)50.055 in thexy
plane, the 13Ag state of An(S0)•3He1 a value of P(0)
55.531023, which is still appreciable. In Fig. 9~a! the den-
sitiesP(0) @i.e., the density profile valuesP(z) at z50] are
plotted vs the eigenvalues of the corresponding states.
both An(S0)•4He1 and An(S0)•3He1 , a marked increase o
P(0) takes place at'222 cm21, in accord with the state-
ment made above regarding the onset ofAg /B1u splitting,
while below this energy thresholdP(0) assumes value
,1026. Below '222 cm21, where the energy splitting
Ag /B1u , B2u /B3g , etc. is negligible~<0.01 cm21!, the
corresponding wave-function pairsc(nAg)/c(nB1u),
c(nB2u)/c(nB3g), etc. are distinguished only by their nod
behavior with respect to thexy plane but otherwise identical
Above the energy threshold of'222 cm21, the mixing
of the one-sidedC2v wave functions becomes excessive,
that the resulting wave-function pairsc(nAg)/c(nB1u),
c(nB2u)/c(nB3g), etc. within theD2h framework show no
or only little similarities. Consequently, the energy splittin

s

e-
e

y

FIG. 8. The density profilesP(z) of some densities given in Figs. 5–7.
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FIG. 9. The ability of side crossing and the co
responding energy splitting for the An(S0)•4He1 and
for the An(S0)•3He1 complex as a function of the stat
energyE. ~a! The probability densityP(z) of the He
atom in thexy plane of the molecule.~b! The energy
splittings DE5uE(nAg)2E(nB1u)u, DE5uE(nB2u)
2E(nB3g)u, DE5uE(nB1g)2E(nAu)u, and DE
5uE(nB3u)2E(nB2g)u as a consequence of the inte
action of the one-particle densities on both sides of t
aromatic molecule. The onset of a notable energy sp
ting is at'222 cm21.
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DE can be taken only by comparing the eigenvalues,
DE5uE(nAg)2E(nB1u)u, DE5uE(nB2u)2E(nB3g)u, DE
5uE(nB1g)2E(nAu)u, and DE5uE(nB3u)2E(nB2g)u. In
Fig. 9~b! the energy splittingsDE are plotted versus the en
ergy eigenvalues. The splittingsDE are negligibly small
~less than 0.01 cm21! in the rangeE5290–'222 cm21,
while at the onset'222 cm21 a sharp rise ofDE is mani-
fested, reaching at most 3–4 cm21. No pronounced isotope
effects onDE could be identified.

Comparing the results obtained from various basis s
and assessing the basis set convergence, the small basis
consisting of 54Ag symmetry-adapted 3D basis function
leads to an energy of289.59 cm21 for the vibrational
ground state of the An(S0)•4He1 complex, while the large
basis set C of 1080Ag symmetry-adapted basis functio
gives an energy of289.64 cm21, only by 0.05 cm21 lower
than basis set A. This means that for the vibrational grou
state, energy convergence is already almost achieved fo
sis set A. In our previous paper47 we have used basis set
throughout to calculate the eigenstates of the~1u0! and of the
~2u0! complex up to an energy of 50 cm21 above the ground
state. This was the relevant spectroscopic energy range
which spectroscopic assignments have been made. In a
tion to the excellent agreement between calculated and
perimentally observed transition energies already addre
in our previous paper,47 we can assess now the accuracy
basis set A, taking the large basis set C as the ‘‘true’’ re
ence. Within the energy range of 50 cm21 above the ground
state, the deviation of the energies of basis set A is mo
not larger than 0.3 cm21 and at most 0.83 cm21 for the 10Ag

state. That is to say, basis set A is a small and very effic
basis set in the energy range up to'50 cm21.

The intermediate basis set B, which is an extension
basis set A up to 1D quantum numbersmx58, my518, and
mz53 and which consists of 200 symmetry-adapted 3D
sis functions, leads to the converged ground-state energ
289.64 cm21 and its accuracy is better than 0.17 cm21 up
the 17Ag state~225.08 cm21!. For higher states, for which
splitting due to the interaction of the densities on both si
of the molecule becomes important, basis set B is insuffic
because of its lack of functions in the molecular plane an
the molecular periphery. As the density plots showed, fu
Downloaded 28 Apr 2008 to 132.66.152.26. Redistribution subject to AIP
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tions in the molecular plane are essential to describe th
states. It also turned out that the splitting can be descri
only, if 1D functions are added which reach farther in
space thanmx58, my518. Although our large basis set C
augmented by additional Gaussians in the molecular pl
and in the molecular periphery beyondmx58, my518, it
remains to be established by further work to what ext
these higher-lying states are quantitatively converged.

B. Anthracene "He2

Two isomers exist for An•He2, the two-sided~1u1! and
the one-sided~2u0! isomer. The~1u1! isomer represents th
global minimum on the An•He2 potential-energy surface
~PES!. Its minimum potential energy is2276.35 cm21 for
the anthraceneS0 state potential. This value is only by 0.1
cm21 lower than twice the value of the An(S0)•He1 ~1u0!
complex, indicating that the two helium atoms very weak
interact. The PES of the~2u0! isomer has a symmetric doubl
minimum with two well depths of2265.47 cm21, where in
each minimum the nuclear configurations assumeCs symme-
try. Both minimum nuclear configurations are related by
C2(z) symmetry operation, with the coordinates of the H
atoms of one of the configurations beingx15x250,
y1520.4110 Å,y252.3308 Å,z153.1088 Å,z253.1092 Å.
Both minima are interconnected by a first-order saddle po
which has a potential energy of2258.77 cm21 and in which
the nuclear configuration assumesC2v symmetry.

Since the~1u1! isomer can be viewed to a good approx
mation as a doubled~1u0! complex, we have focused on th
more interesting~2u0! isomer. Also, as discussed below, th
~2u0! isomer is an essential building block of the An•He3 and
An•He4 clusters. In order to sort out permutation symme
and mass effects, we have calculated the singlet and tr
states for particles of mass 3 and of mass 4. That is to say
have calculated the singlet and the triplet states of the t
fermion system An•3He2 and of a hypothetical model system
with two fermions of mass 4, denoted as An•

4He2(hyp.). In
addition, we present our results for the two-boson An•

4He2

system. In Sec. II B, we presented the details of the calc
tions of the triplet states of fermions and of singlet states
fermions and bosons, where we note that two bosons of
0 have the same CI matrix elements as two fermions of s
 license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 10. The vibrational level diagrams for the two
boson An•4He2 and for the two-fermion An•3He2

complex in theS0 and in theS1 electronic states of
the anthracene molecule. For An•

4He2 the triplet
state energies of a hypothetical two-fermion syste
An•4He2(hyp.) of mass 4 have been included.
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2 in a singlet state and therefore behave identically. All c
culations for An•3He2 , An•4He2 and the hypothetical mode
system An•4He2(hyp.) were carried out for the single-side
~2u0! isomer (C2v symmetry!, using the small basis set A. I
Fig. 10 the eigenvalue spectra are depicted for theS0 and the
S1 state anthracene-helium potentials. In addition, the ene
eigenvalues are summarized in Table I for the lowest ene
eigenvalue for each multiplicity and symmetry. Figure
and Table I contain also the energy eigenvalues of the tri
states of two hypothetical fermions of mass 4, A
•

4He2(hyp.). In the two-fermion systems An•3He2 and An
•

4He2(hyp.) we found that for both particle masses and
both anthracene-helium potentials, a triplet3B2 state is al-
ways the vibrational ground state~Fig. 10!, while the first
singlet state (11A1) is '1.5 cm21 above it~Table I!. Taking
the minimum potential energy of2265.47 cm21, the zero
point energy«0 is 106.19 cm21 for the ground 11A1 state of
An(S0)•4He2 and 116.95 cm21 for the ground 13B2 state of
the An(S0)•3He2 complex. The isotope effectD«0 /«0 is
only '10%, manifesting a partial cancellation of mass a
permutation symmetry effects. From the eigenvalues liste
Table I, one can also infer the energiesD for the dissociation
process An•He2→An•He11He. The dissociation energie
are 69.6 cm21 for An(S0)•4He2 , 64.8 cm21 for An(S0)
•

3He2 , 80.1 cm21 for An(S1)•4He2 , and 73.1 cm21 for
An(S1)•3He2 . The isotope effects in the dissociation en
giesD reveal values which are higher for the heavy isoto
in contrast to the«0 values which are lower for the heav
isotope. The isotope effects onD involve the difference be-
tween mass and permutation symmetry contributions
An•He2 and mass effects for An•He1.

Having electronic structure calculations of atoms
mind, it is interesting to find a triplet state as the ground st
of two fermions in nondegenerate spatial orbitals. As it w
be shown in the following, this fact manifests the dominan
of the He-He two-particle repulsion over the one-particle
teractions. In Table II the eigenvalues and the main CI
pansion coefficients of several singlet and triplet states of
An(S0)•3He2 cluster are listed. In order to study the single
Downloaded 28 Apr 2008 to 132.66.152.26. Redistribution subject to AIP
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triplet splitting and the effect of the He-He repulsion on t
wave functions and energies, we have performed also
calculations for An•3He2 in which all two-particle integral
values have been scaled down by a uniform numerical va
i.e., by a factor of 103, 104, and 105. The first column of
Table II contains the CI results for genuine unscaled tw
particle integral values, i.e., for a scaling factor of 1. Wi
decreasing the two-particle integral values, the energy eig
values of all states drop, but for the singlet states the ene
decreases more than for the triplet states. When the t
particle integrals are scaled down by a factor of 103, a cross-
over between the 11A1 and the 13B2 state takes place and th
11A1 state forms the ground state.

Singlet-triplet splitting is defined as the energy diffe
ence between the singlet and the triplet state of the s
orbital configuration. However, the singlet and triplet sta
listed in Table II show an extensive configuration mixing,
that similarities in orbital configurations cannot be det
mined. Only when the two-particle integrals are scaled do
by a factor of at least 104, the configurational mixing is
reduced such that the correspondences between the 13A1 and
the 21A1 as well as between the 13B2 and the 11B2 states
become clearly apparent. Based on these corresponde
one can also assign the values for the singlet-triplet splitt
in the CI calculations of the unscaled two-particle integ
values. For An(S0)•3He2 , the singlet-triplet splitting is 9.5
cm21 between the 13A1 and 21A1 states and 10.7 cm21 be-
tween the 13B2 and 11B2 states.

The configuration interaction leads to admixtures
higher 1D quantum numbers, which for the lowest sing
and triplet states involves solely higher 1D quantum numb
my , while higher excited states also show large participat
of 1D quantum statesmx.0 and mz.0. Configurational
mixing is generally not less marked for triplet than for si
glet states. In the one-configuration approximation, i.e.,
the complete absence of configurational mixing, the sing
triplet splitting assumes the value of twice the exchange
tegral K12. In this context it is instructive to consider th
values of some two-particle integrals, also to convey a g
 license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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TABLE II. Energies and main CI expansion coefficients of the wave functions of some singlet and triplet
of the An(S0)•3He2 complex and their dependence on the two-particle integral values. The integral sc
factor given in the first row specifies the numerical factor, by which all two-particle integral values have
divided, e.g., the first column of the integral scaling factor 1 contains the results of the CI calculation f
unscaled integral values.

Integral scaling factor 1 103 104 105

11A1 2147.0 cm21 2157.8 cm21 2163.7 cm21 2166.8 cm21

D(f000,f000) 0.55 0.86 0.93
D(f020,f000) 20.43 0.60 0.31
D(f200,f000) 0.24 0.22
D(f001,f000) 20.23 20.23
D(f010,f010) 0.50 20.38
D(f030,f010) 0.39
D(f020,f020) 20.43

13A1 2141.5 cm21 2151.4 cm21 2153.9 cm21 2153.7 cm21

D(f020,f000) 20.40 0.89 0.89 0.93
D(f040,f000) 20.48 0.25 0.25
D(f060,f000) 20.27
D(f030,f010) 0.49
D(f050,f010) 0.26

21A1 2132.0 cm21 2146.1 cm21 2151.5 cm21 2153.4 cm21

D(f000,f000) 0.33 20.29
D(f020,f000) 20.25 0.76 0.89
D(f040,f000) 0.36
D(f060,f000) 0.36
D(f200,f000) 0.42
D(f010,f010) 0.41 20.33
D(f020,f020) 20.37 20.35
D(f030,f010) 0.33
D(f040,f020) 20.27
D(f030,f030) 0.33
D(f120,f100) 20.26

13B2 2148.5 cm21 2157.1 cm21 2159.1 cm21 2159.5 cm21

D(f010,f000) 20.37 0.85 0.92 0.92
D(f030,f000) 20.34
D(f020,f010) 0.70 20.28
D(f030,f020) 20.22

11B2 2137.8 cm21 2152.0 cm21 2156.8 cm21 2159.2 cm21

D(f010,f000) 0.23 0.70 0.89 0.92
D(f030,f000) 0.53 0.55 0.25
D(f050,f000) 0.38
D(f020,f010) 20.29
D(f030,f020) 0.24
D(f040,f010) 20.38
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eral impression of their magnitude in these systems. In Ta
III the values of some two-particle integrals are listed. Th
are mainly in the range 104– 105 cm21, typically 102– 103

times higher than the one-particle integrals. In Table IV
singlet-triplet splitting of the 13A1-21A1 and of the
13B2-11B2 states are confronted with the values of the c
responding exchange integrals. The results in Table IV sh
that the two-particle integrals have to be reduced by a fa
of 104– 105 until the singlet-triplet splitting scales linearil
with the exchange integral and comes close to twice of
value. Accordingly, simple one-configuration approximatio
are insufficient to handle the problem of the An•

3He2 two-
fermion system.

Figure 11 shows how the one-particle densitiesP(x,y)
r 2008 to 132.66.152.26. Redistribution subject to AIP
le
y

e

-
w
or

s
s

of the lowest singlet and triplet states of the An(S0)•3He2

complex vary with the magnitude of the two-particle int
grals. For a two-fermion system, the one-particle densi
P(x,y) projected on thex,y plane are given by

TABLE III. The values of some two-particle integrals.

Integral Value/cm21 Integral Value/cm21

(f000f000uf000f000) 71 745 (f020f000uf020f000) 12 457
(f010f000uf010f000) 19 928 (f020f010uf010f000) 11 789
(f010f010uf000f000) 29 579 (f020f010uf020f010) 25 337
(f010f010uf010f010) 39 254 (f020f020uf000f000) 19 084
(f020f000uf000f000) 220 031 (f020f020uf010f010) 31 342
(f020f000uf010f010) 5 301 (f020f020uf020f020) 37 642
 license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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TABLE IV. Two examples for the singlet-triplet splitting of the An(S0)
•

3He2 complex. The singlet-triplet splitting between the 21A1 and the 13A1

as well as between the 11B2 and the 13B2 state is given as a function of th
magnitude of the two-particle integrals as expressed by the integral sc
factor, by which all two-particle integrals involved in the CI calculatio
have been scaled down uniformly~the scaling factor of 1 means no scaling!.
The singlet-triplet splitting is compared with the value twice the correspo
ing exchange integral~also scaled down by the same factor!.

Integral scaling factor 1 103 104 105

E(21A1)2E(13A1)/cm21 9.5 5.3 2.4 0.25

2(f020f000uf020f000)/cm21 2.493104 24.9 2.5 0.25

E(11B2)2E(13B2)/cm21 10.7 5.1 2.3 0.32

2(f010f000uf010f000)/cm21 3.993104 39.9 4.0 0.40
Downloaded 28 Apr 2008 to 132.66.152.26. Redistribution subject to AIP
P~x,y!52E
0

`

dz1E
2`

`

dx2E
2`

`

dy2E
2`

`

dz2E ds1E ds2

3C2~x1 ,y1 ,z1 ,s1 ,x2 ,y2 ,z2 ,s2! ~21!

with s1 ands2 denoting the spin coordinates. The numeric
factor of 2 normalizes the density to two particles. The
expansion ofc2 consists of products of configurations. Th
contribution of a product1D1(m,m)•1D1(n,n) of two type-1
singlet configurations to the one-particle density is given

2E dt2E ds1E ds2
1D1~m,m! 1D1~n,n!

52fm~1!fn~1!dmn , ~22!

ng

-

f

FIG. 11. The dependence of the one-particle densities on the magnitude of the two-particle integrals. Contour plots of the one-particle densityP(x,y), Eq.
~21!, are given for the 11A1 , 13A1 , 21A1 , 13B2 , and for the 11B2 state of the two-fermion An(S0)•3He2 system. The first row@panels~a!–~e!# contain the
CI calculation results in which all two-particle integrals kept their original values. In the CI calculations of panels~f!–~j! the values of all two-particle integrals
have been scaled down by a numerical factor off int5103, in the CI calculations of panels~k!–~o! by f int5105. Contour lines are given for density values o
0.005, 0.01, 0.02, 0.05, 0.10, 0.20, and 0.30.
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of a product of type-1 type-2 configurations1D1(m,m)
•

1D2(l,s) by

2E dt2E ds1E ds2
1D1~m,m!1D2~l,s!

5& bfm~1!fl~1!dms1fm~1!fs~1!dmlc, ~23!

and of two singlet or triplet configurations1,3D2(m,n)
•

1,3D2(l,s) of type 2 by

2E dt2E ds1E ds2
1,3D2~m,n! 1,3D2~l,s!

5fm~1!fl~1!dns6fm~1!fs~1!dnl

1fn~1!fs~1!dml6fn~1!fl~1!dms . ~24!

The minus signs on the right-hand side of Eq.~24! apply in
case of triplet configurations.

The contour plots are given for the 11A1 , 13A1 , 21A1 ,
13B2 , and the 11B2 states~Fig. 11!. The uppermost panel
contain the CI calculation results of the unscaled integr
the second and third row panels the CI calculations in wh
all two-particle integrals have been scaled down by a fac
of 103 and 105, respectively. For the unscaled integrals, t
contour plot of the 11A1 state @panel ~a!# has two density
maxima on the outer rings of the anthracene molecule.
two density maxima correspond to the classical notion of t
separated helium atoms. When the magnitude of the t
particle integrals is reduced, the maxima coalesce and
density maximum moves to the center of the molecular s
face @panels ~f! and ~k!#. This is the consequence of th
dominance of the configurationD(f000,f000), which as-
sumes a CI expansion coefficient of 0.93, when all tw
particle integrals are scaled down by a factor of 105 ~Table
II !, so that the one-particle density approaches the valu
2f000

2 and the contour lines resemble those of the An(S0)
•

3He1 system, Fig. 5~b!. When the values of the two-particl
integrals are reduced, the densities of the 13A1 and of the
11A1 state as well as of the 13B2 and of the 11B2 state
become similar, as the leading contribution to the densitie
the 13A1 and 21A1 states becomef000

2 1f020
2 and to the

densities of the states 13B2 and 11B2 , i.e., f000
2 1f010

2 , cf.
Table II.

Figure 12 exhibits the stick spectra of the transition e
ergies and intensities of the An•He2 complexes, the singlet
singlet and triplet-triplet transitions of the two-boson A
•

4He2 and of the two-fermion An•3He2 system. The triplet-
triplet transitions of a hypothetical two-fermion system
mass 4 have been also included@panel ~b!#. Although the
lowest singlet state is only 1.5 cm21 above the triplet ground
state for both An•3He2 and An•4He2(hyp.) ~Fig. 10!, the
experimental temperature of 0.4 K does not allow for a n
table thermal population of the singlet vibrational state
An•3He2 . This means that under the experimental conditio
we can expect to observe only 13B2→n3B2 transitions for
An•3He2 @panel ~d! of Fig. 12#. Of course, the two-boson
system An•4He2 can assume only singlet states, so that o
11A1→n1A1 transitions are possible@panel ~a! in Fig. 12#.
The main features of the four spectra look very similar
strong 0-0 transition, a much weaker transition in the ran
Downloaded 28 Apr 2008 to 132.66.152.26. Redistribution subject to AIP
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14–17 cm21, and one or two@y# or @xy# transitions in the
range 20–25 cm21. There are also many other, even weak
transitions, which have been partly marked in Fig. 12. Loo
ing at the two most intense vibronic bands of the An•

4He2

complex@Fig. 12~a!# and An•3He2 @Fig. 12~d!#, the isotope
difference of the band positions is only 1.6 cm21 between the
21A1@y# and the 32B2@y# transition and 0.6 cm21 between
the 41A1@y# and the 43B2@xy# transition. The similarity of
the main spectral features may seem surprising in view of
different permutation symmetries and masses.

Figures 13 and 14 show contour plots of the one-part
densitiesP(x,y), Eq. ~21!, for the An•He2 clusters. Figure
13 exhibits the densities of the four lowest1A1 , Fig. 14 of
the four lowest3B2 states. These states are the ones wh
also lead to the most prominent transitions in the spe
depicted in Fig. 12. The one-particle densities of the 13A1

@Figs. 13~a!–13~d!# and of the 13B2 @Fig. 14~a!–14~d!# states
look very similar, although the wave functions of the 13B2

states have a node in thexz plane. The densities of the
An•3He2 system are more extended into space than thos
the An•4He2 complex, as expected. The characterization
the wave functions in terms of@x# and @xy#, as indicated in

FIG. 12. The stick spectra of the calculated transition energies and Fra
Condon factors for the An•4He2 and An•3He2 complexes.~a! The 11A1

→n1A1 transitions of the two-boson An•4He2 complex, ~b! the 13B2

→n3B2 transitions of the hypothetical two-fermion system A
•

4He2(hyp.), ~c! the 11A1→n1A1 transitions of the two-fermion An•3He2

complex,~d! the 13B2→n3B2 transitions of the two-fermion An•3He2 com-
plex. The transition frequencies are given relative to the position of the
transition. The numerical values of the red spectral shiftsd are marked at the
0-0 line. @x#, @y#, @z#, @xy#, etc. denote the nature of the transitions, i.e., t
dominant change of the 1D functions with respect to the initial vibratio
state.
 license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 13. Contour plots of the one-particle densities of the four lowest1A1 states of the An•4He2 and of the An•3He2 complexes for theS0 and for theS1 state
anthracene-helium potential. Contour lines are given for density values of 0.005, 0.01, 0.02, 0.05, 0.10, 0.20, and 0.30.
Downloaded 28 Apr 2008 to 132.66.152.26. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 14. Contour plots of the one-particle densities of the four lowest3B2 states of the An•4He2(hyp.) and of the An•3He2 complexes for theS0 and for the
S1 state anthracene-helium potential. Contour lines are given for density values of 0.005, 0.01, 0.02, 0.05, 0.10, 0.20, and 0.30.
Downloaded 28 Apr 2008 to 132.66.152.26. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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Fig. 12 for the corresponding transitions, is reflected by
spread of the densities. While the 21A1 , 23B2 , and 33B2

states show the same extension inx direction as their corre-
sponding vibrational ground state wave functions and the
fore must be denoted by@y#, the 31A1 , the 41A1 , and the
43B2 state densities are also extended inx direction, indicat-
ing their @xy# nature. The shapes of the excited state dens
show larger differences, because small perturbations as
change from theS0 to the S1 state potential or differen
masses have a larger influence on the configurational mix
as the energy separation of the states is smaller.

The spectral shiftd can be approximately estimated b
the expectation value of the difference potentialDV
5V(S1)2V(S0), Fig. 1, for the one-particle densit
P(x,y,z) of the vibrational ground state ofS0 ,

d'E
2`

`

dxE
2`

`

dyE
2`

`

dzP~x,y,z!DV~x,y,z!. ~25!

Knowing the one-particle density, this approximate expr
sion can provide information concerning parts of the m
ecule that contribute to the spectral shift. In particular,
comparing the contour plot of the difference potentialDV,
Fig. 1~c!, with the one-particle density maps, one can attem
to trace back the origin of the isotope effectDd of the spec-
tral shift. For An•He1, Dd50.28 cm21, i.e., An•3He1

has a larger~21.92 cm21! red spectral shift than An•4He1

~21.62 cm21! For An•He2 the trend is opposite,Dd
520.50 cm21, i.e., An•4He2 has a larger red spectral shi
~210.66 cm21! than An•3He2 ~210.16 cm21!. Comparing
the density contour maps of the 1Ag states of An•He1 @Figs.
5~a! and 5~b!# and of the 1A1 states of An•He2 @Figs. 13~a!
and 14~b!# with the difference potential@Fig. 1~c!#, one sees
that a further extension of the one-particle density in thy
direction increases the red spectral shift~larger negative con-
tributions!, while an extension intox direction causes a blue
shift. However, looking at the one-particle densities of t
different isotopes of An•He1 and An•He2, it must be stated
that the clusters of the lighter helium isotope have a lar
spatial extension in both thex andy direction, precluding a
simple explanation of the different signs of the isotope d
ferencesDd. The balance of red and blue contributions to t
spectral shift is too delicate to explain the different trend
Dd by simple arguments.

The question arises, how accurate the CI calculati
are, i.e., whether basis set A is large enough and whethe
treatment of a single-sidedC2v framework for the An•He2

system is appropriate. The density of the 18Ag state of the
An•4He1 complex, Fig. 7~b!, provided an indication, how fa
the density has to reach out into space to cause an ap
ciable energy splitting. The densities of the An•He2 states
depicted in Figs. 13 and 14 are much less extended
space, indicating that splitting due to the interaction of
densities on both sides of the molecular plane is neglig
for these states and that the single-sided treatment is j
fied. However, one may argue that the small basis se
might not be flexible enough to allow for a sufficient spat
expansion of the density, i.e., that the small size of the b
set may conceal possible defects of the one-sided treatm
Downloaded 28 Apr 2008 to 132.66.152.26. Redistribution subject to AIP
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This raises the question of the convergence of the basis
and of a comparison with experimental data.

In our previous paper47 we compared the experimenta
spectra of An•4HeN clusters forN<4 with the theoretical
ones, which were obtained by the one-sided treatm
As guided by the additivity of the spectral redshifts, t
An•4He2 complex was treated as two one-sided comple
(1u0)1(0u1), An•4He3 by the complexes (2u0)1(0u1),
and the An•4He4 by the two complexes (2u0)1(0u2). That
is to say, the calculated spectra of the~2u0! single-sided sys-
tem have to be compared with the experimental spectra
the clustersN53 andN54. The spectra of theN53 and of
theN54 clusters both contain the intense electronic 0-0 o
gin and only one additional spectral band, which could
unambiguously attributed to the~2u0! system. For both the
N53 and theN54 complex, this spectral band is located
22.5 cm21 relative to the 0-0 band an was assigned by us
the 11A1→21A1@y# transition with the calculated transitio
energy of 16.5 cm21.47 The deviation of 6 cm21 from the
experimental value is large compared to the good agreem
obtained for the~1u0! complex.47 The good agreement for th
~1u0! complex indicates that the anthracene-helium poten
is not the reason for the deviation. Furthermore, the fact
the spectral band was experimentally observed at the s
transition energy~22.5 cm21! for the N53 and for theN
54 complex, suggests that the helium atoms on the
different sides of the molecular plane indeed do not comm
nicate. What remains as a likely source of error is the lim
tation of the 3D basis set.

The diagonal density matrix elements~populations! of
the 1D basis functions give insight into the convergence
the CI calculations. The density-matrix elementsPmx,nx ,
Pmy,ny , andPmz,nz are related to the one-dimensional dens
profilesP(x), P(y), P(z), respectively, cf. Eq.~20!:

P~x!5N(
mx

(
nx

Pmx,nxfmx~x!fnx~x!, ~26!

whereN is the number of particles, i.e., the density profil
P(x), P(y), P(z) are normalized to the number of particle
in this case 2. While the sum of all populations is unity, t
individual populations contain the information about the
volvement of the corresponding 1D basis functions. Table
contains the populations of the seven lowestA1 states of the
An(S1)•4He2 system. While the populationsPmy,my and
Pmz,mz are mostly not larger than 0.003 for the highest 1
quantum number, the populationsPmx,mx are larger by one
order of magnitude and can reach several percent formx

54, indicating that the convergence inmx is relatively poor.
For theS0 state potential and the two-fermion system, t
situation is very similar. Searching for the reason of the la
deviation between the theoretical and the experimental
ergy of the 11A1→21A1 transition, Table V indicates that th
population formx54 is only 0.0012. However, as Table V
shows, the populations do not generally decrease mon
nously with increasing 1D quantum number. It is therefo
imaginable at this stage that the 21A1 state is not really con-
verged. Another possibility is that the 31A1 state, whose
population formx54 is still 2.4%, repels the 21A1 state and
 license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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TABLE V. The populations of the 1D basis functionsfmx(x), fmy(y), fmz(z) for the first seven1A1 states of the An(S1)•4He2 system.

mx50 mx51 mx52 mx53 mx54 mz50 mz51 mz52

11A1 0.9880 0.0020 0.0097 0.0000 0.0003 0.9747 0.0227 0.002
21A1 0.9419 0.0197 0.0366 0.0007 0.0012 0.9689 0.0287 0.002
31A1 0.5813 0.0646 0.3235 0.0064 0.0242 0.9638 0.0335 0.002
41A1 0.8643 0.0081 0.1176 0.0006 0.0094 0.9590 0.0385 0.002
51A1 0.0936 0.8142 0.0599 0.0284 0.0039 0.9552 0.0414 0.003
61A1 0.4988 0.0251 0.4274 0.0053 0.0434 0.9585 0.0389 0.002
71A1 0.8224 0.0611 0.1051 0.0037 0.0078 0.9508 0.0462 0.002

my50 my51 my52 my53 my54 my55 my56 my57 my58 my59 my510

11A1 0.1176 0.3899 0.3710 0.1024 0.0155 0.0015 0.0011 0.0006 0.0001 0.0002 0.0
21A1 0.1516 0.0610 0.2841 0.3033 0.1594 0.0116 0.0245 0.0015 0.0015 0.0011 0.0
31A1 0.2326 0.3573 0.2530 0.0419 0.0547 0.0181 0.0356 0.0011 0.0036 0.0015 0.0
41A1 0.2395 0.1762 0.1475 0.0702 0.1713 0.0788 0.0959 0.0010 0.0159 0.0027 0.0
51A1 0.1619 0.3782 0.3380 0.0842 0.0251 0.0069 0.0033 0.0008 0.0009 0.0003 0.0
61A1 0.2949 0.1737 0.2065 0.1540 0.1372 0.0169 0.0131 0.0011 0.0019 0.0004 0.0
71A1 0.1453 0.2124 0.0984 0.1274 0.0724 0.1198 0.0534 0.0561 0.0809 0.0090 0.0
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lowers its energy by a few wave numbers. This issue will
clarified only by calculations with larger basis sets.

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Our studies of An•He2 nuclear boson and fermion sys
tems reveal several novel features of the electron
vibrational level structure of these systems:

~i! Vibrational ground state. While the two-boson A
•

4He2 cluster is, of course, in a singlet ground state,
two-fermion An•3He2 cluster is characterized by a triple
ground state. This result was traced to the dominat
He–He two-particle repulsive interactions, which overwhe
the one-particle contributions and result in extensive c
figuration interaction in the fermion and also in the bos
system. The calculated singlet-triplet splitting (11B2-13B2)
of 10.7 cm21 in An•3He2 should be confronted in the futur
with experiment.

~ii ! Vibrational level structure. The tunneling splittings
the An•4He1 and in the An•3He1 system becomes appare
~.0.01 cm21! only for states above a threshold'222 cm21

~66.9 and 62.2 cm21 above the 1Ag ground state of An
•

4He1 and An•3He1 , respectively!. Since the energy split
ting is manifested only for those states whose energy
above the potential-energy barrier of side crossing and wh
densities of the helium atoms reach beyond the hydro
atoms of the aromatic molecule, the energy splitting cor
sponds to the classical side crossing rather than to tunne

~iii ! Nuclear dynamics. The communication between t
4He or two 3He atoms on two different sides of the anthr
cene plane goes via the molecular periphery rather t
through the molecular plane.

~iv! Isotope effects are rather small. For the zero-po
energy of An•4He1 and An•3He1 the relative isotope effec
is '12%, in reasonable accord with the mass effect in
harmonic approximation. On the other hand, the relative
tope effect on the difference between the ground state
An•4He2 and An•3He2 is 10%, manifesting a partial cance
lation of mass and permutation symmetry effects. The i
tope effect for the small spectral shift of the electronic orig
of theS0→S1 transition isDd50.28 cm21 for An•He1. For
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the An•4He2 and An•3He2 clusters the interplay betwee
mass and permutation effects results also in a small valu
Dd520.50 cm21, but in the opposite direction.

We implemented the configuration interaction meth
for the study of two-particle quantum systems, based
symmetry and spin-adapted configurations for boson and
mion systems. The application to the two-boson An•

4He2

system is new, while the treatment of the two-fermion A
•

3He2 system, adopted by Jungwirth and Krylov49 and in the
present work is analogous to the traditional approach
many-electron quantum chemistry. The extension of th
theoretical approaches to many-particle boson and ferm
systems will be of considerable interest in the context of
explanation of nonrigid structures and elementary excitati
in these floppy quantum systems.

The theoretical results for the level structure of the A
•

3He2 clusters open new horizons for the study of magneti
in the two-fermion~and many-fermion! systems. Our calcu-
lations were performed for theMS50 state, while further
studies of the entireMS50,61 manifold in magnetic fields
will be of interest. Even more exciting will be the exper
mental determination of the singlet-triplet splitting in A
•

3He2 from nuclear magnetic-resonance studies, which w
be confronted with our predictions.
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